In order to establish the correlation between the magnetoelectric coupling and magnetic instability, we have studied the structural, magnetic, and ferroelectric properties of BaTiO 3 modified BiCoO 3 i.e. x BaTiO 3 -(1-x )BiCoO 3 as a function of BaTiO 3 concentration (x) and volume from a series of general−gradient− corrected, full potential, spin−density−functional band−structure calculations within the framework of density functional theory along with synchrotron X−ray diffraction and magnetic measurement studies .Our total energy calculation shows that the G−type antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin configurations with both inter− and intra−layer AFM coupling were found to be energetically favorable among all the considered magnetic configurations for x < 0.45 and higher concentrations stabilize with nonmagnetic (NM) states. We observe metamagnetic spin state transitions associated with paraelectric to ferrolectric transitions as a function of volume and x using synchrotron diffraction and computational 
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Introduction
In a broad range of industrial and scientific fields, the research of perovskite materials (ABO 3 ) with both high Curie temperature (T C ) and excellent ferroelectric(magnetic) performance are widespread because of their application in sensors, actuators, transducers, and so on within a wide temperature range. [1, 2] Magnetoelectric (ME) multiferroics with coupled (anti−)ferroelectric and (anti−)ferromagnetic ordering have gained attention as they provide the opportunity for developing tunable devices. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] Bi−based multiferroics have become a center of attraction due to the high value of electric polarization, [8, 9] and Bi 3+ is more environment−friendly than Pb 2+ . In addition, the stere-ochemical activity of Bi 3+ is being exploited in magnetic oxides, with the goal of forming the ferromagnetic-ferroelectric coupling. Recently, Bi−based perovskites of BiMeO 3 , in which Me are cations with an average valence of +3, have been adopted to form a binary system with BaTiO 3 , so that the high−temperature ferroelectric properties are optimized. [10, 11, 12] Furthermore, the B−site cations also introduce new properties. BaTiO 3 −based perovskite compounds are significant multifunctional materials, which have been extensively researched in the last half century. [13, 14, 15] Through chemical modification using BaTiO 3 , we can manipulate the physical properties of many compounds like ferroelectric, piezoelectric, and other properties. [16] For example, investigations on the multiferroic material are particularly of interest in BaTiO 3 −BiFeO 3 (BF−BT). [17, 18] This series exhibits excellent ME properties and high T C (T C of 580−6190 0 C). [19] Kumar et al. [20] reported that BF−BT system changes from rhombohedral to cubic symmetries for 0.1 < x < 0.7, and then to a tetragonal symmetry for x < 0.1. However, a non−centrosymmetric tetragonal symmetry was reported by Kim et al. [21] by neutron diffraction studies for x < 0.6. In fact, the substitution of Ba 2+ for Bi 3+ and Ti 4+ for Co
3+
lead to more complex structural changes.
It is also worth noting that in BF−BT solid solutions two competing mechanisms for ferroelectricity coexist, i.e., the lone pair of the Bi atoms that shifts the Fe/Ti ion and also the Ti−O covalent bond that brings off−center displacements. In fact, these are the individual mechanisms for ferroelectricity existence in BF and BT compounds, respectively. However, (1-x)BiFeO 3 − xBaTiO 3 system has some drawbacks. Firstly, the coexistence of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ in these ceramics results in too high dc electrical conductivity at high temperatures due to a phonon−assisted electron hopping mechanism. [22] Therefore, the system must be sintered in an oxygen atmosphere and needs chemical modification to improve its resistivity. [19] Secondly, chemical doping has been strategically employed to improve the electrical properties in BiMeO 3 −based ceramics. Nevertheless, most of the dopants added or substituted into the (1-x)BiFeO 3 − xBaTiO 3 system lattice tend to lower T C , limiting the temperature range of its use. [22, 23] One can tune the properties of complex transition metal oxides by cation substitutions, where the B− site could exhibit fascinating cooperative electric order parameters i.e. spin, orbital and electron order. The coupling between lattice and these order parameters could bring out novel physical phenomena, in which lattice is coupled with ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, and orbital degrees of free-dom resulting colossal magnetoresistance [26] , high T C superconductivity [27] , multiferroism [28] etc. The flexibility in the crystal structure of bismuth−based perovskites provides an opportunity to explore unusual physical properties by chemical modification at A and/or B−sites. Hence, in this work, the structural and the ME properties of composite ferrolectric xBaTiO 3 −(1-x)BiCoO 3 were investigated using ab-initio total energy calculations. On one hand, these compounds are attractive due to the absence of toxic Pb content and on the other hand, they enhance physical properties compared with conventional ferroelectric materials. Further, as we have predicted giant ME coupling in BiCoO 3 , the coupling can be tuned by varying the x and through that identify potential new materials with desired ME coupling strength. This motivated us to take the present study.
Experimental and Computational Details

Sample preparation
All samples were prepared with a cubic anvil-type high-pressure apparatus. for phase identification at Argonne National Laboratory.
Magnetic measurement
The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility (ZFC/FC) was measured with a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design, MPMS XL) in an external magnetic field of 1000 Oe.
First-principle calculations
First−principles DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab-initio simulation package VASP, [29] within the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [30] as implemented by Kresse and Joubert. [29] In this approach, the valence orbitals are expanded as plane waves and the interactions between the core and valence electrons are described by pseudopotentials. Since one of the main aims of the present work is to determine ground-state structures for
x BatiO 3 −(1-x )BiCoO 3 , we have performed structural optimization using force and stress minimization. The optimization of the atomic geometry is performed via a conjugate-gradient minimization of the total energy, using HellmannFeynman forces on the atoms and stresses in the unit cell. During the simulations, atomic coordinates and axial ratios are allowed to relax for different volumes of the unit cell. These parameters are changed iteratively so that the sum of lattice energy and electronic free energy converges to a minimum value.
Convergence minimum with respect to atomic shifts is assumed to have been attained when the energy difference between two successive iterations is less than 10 −6 eV per cell and the forces acting on the atoms are less than 1 meVÅ −1 .
Among the considered various crystal structures, the structure with the lowest total energy is taken as the ground-state structure.
The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [31] includes the effects of local gradients of the charge density and generally gives better equilibrium structural parameters than the local density approximation (LDA). Ferroelectric properties are extremely sensitive to structural parameters and atom positions and hence we have used GGA for all our studies. The present study we have used GGA with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) [32] and this functional gave good structural parameter for close relevant system BiFeO3. The Born effective charge are calculated using the so−called "Berry phase finite difference approach" in which the electronic contribution to the change of polarization is estimated using the modern theory of polarization. [35, 36] For the k−space integrations in the Berry−phase calculations, a uniform 8x8x8 k−point mesh was found to be adequate for BiCoO 3 and the same density of k−point is used for all the other compositions. In order to study metamagnetism, it is advantageous to calculate the total energy as a function of the magnetic moment using the so−called fixed−spin−moment method, [37] where one uses the magnetic moment M as an external parameter and calculates the total energy as a function of M. So, we have adopted the same approach to investigate the metamagnetism in the present study.
Results and discussions
Structural details
BiCoO 3 has a tetragonal perovskite structure with space group P 4mm [24] so as tetragonal BaTiO 3 [38] but with more electrical polarization. [9] In our previous work, pressure driven spin transition was observed in BiCoO 3 where the ground state ferroelectric P 4mm state changes to paraelectric P m − 3m state around 5% volume compression. Also, the paraelectric phase resembles a non-magnetic LS state where the ferroelectric phase shows a magnetic HS state showing the coupling between the magnetic and electric order parameter is very high. Giant ME coupling was also found in BiCoO 3 which is originating from the HS−LS transition of Co 3+ ions. [9] We have substituted structure. In cobaltites, the HS to LS transition can be obtained by doping, [39] temperature driven route, and pressure driven route.
[9] If we reduce the volume further ferroelectric and the paraelectric curves coincide and this indicates the presence of ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition in the system. A metamagnetic transition refers to nonmagnetic materials which change to (anti)ferromagnetic materials with application of a sufficiently large amount of magnetic field. These types of band magnetism are mainly observed in Co−based materials. Similar metamagnetic behavior is also observed in the total energy curves of LaCoO 3 previously. [39] The lattice parameters a (c) of xBaTiO 3 −(1-x)BiCoO 3 linearly increase (decreases) with increase the value of x which results in a decrease in tetragonality (c/a) as shown in Figure 3 (a). The substitution of Ba 2+ for Bi 3+ and Ti
4+
for Co 3+ lead to these structural parameters changes. As the ionic radii of Our high resolution synchrotron diffraction data measurements made as a function of x show that tetragonal to cubic phase transition occurs around x = 0.5 composition (see Figure S1 of the supporting information). To verify However drastic reduction of tetragonality with x indicate that the system is going towards the paraelectric phase with increase in x.
Electronic and magnetic structure
As shown in Figure 4 (a), an anomaly was observed around 120 K on the zero field cooled (ZFC) measurement curve for 0.30BTBCO. Below the anomaly temperature, the field cooled (FC) curve deviates from the ZFC curve. Therefore, the anomaly indicates a phase transition from the paramagnetic to either an The relative total energies of various spin configurations with respect to the ground state configuration are summarized in Table. 1. Our calculation shows that 0.33BTBCO is found to be a G−type antiferromagnet with both inter− and intra−layer antiferromagnetic spin arrangements. The total energy of G−AFM Figure 6 ) and orbital−projected DOS for Co (see Figure 7) indicate that the formal valence for Co ions can be assigned as 3+. In an ideal cubic perovskite−like lattice, the Co 3+ ions in the HS state prefer to form the G−AFM ordering due to the fact that the Pauli exclusion principle allows the transfer of an electron to the neighboring ion in an antiparallel direction only which is consistent with our results.
The magnetic structure of a separate unit cell corresponds to the G−type AFM ordering is shown in Figure 5 (a) where each magnetic Co 3+ ion is surrounded by other four Co 3+ ions with spins directed opposite to that of the central ion. The total DOS for different magnetic configurations of 0.33BTBCO are shown in Figure 8 . The total DOS for FM configuration shows semiconducting behavior with a very small band gap in the minority spin channel. When we introduce AFM ordering, the exchange interaction produces an exchange potential that effectively shifts the energy of Co 3d band to lower energy and making the gap wider (see Table. 1) as shown in Figure 8 . It is hereby found that the ground state not only depends upon the spin polarization but also depends on the magnetic ordering. From the partial DOS, a sharp peak can be seen around for O1 and O2 are well-localized and are present around −11 eV and −18 eV, respectively. Hybridization between Co 3d and the surrounding oxygen ligands is well known to lead to superexchange interactions in magnetic perovskites.
The hybridizations between occupied Bi 6s, Bi 6p and O 2p states are unexpected at the first sight. As these issues have great consequences on the properties of xBaTiO 3 −(1-x)BiCoO 3 , they can be understood as follows. The
Bi 6p−O 2p hybridization is evident from the PDOS plot shown in Figure 9 as they are energetically degenerate. The Bi lone pairs are expected to have primarily 6s character. But according to Figure 6 , a lobe can be seen at the Bi site. To form a lobe, there must be some hybridization interaction between the neighbors. Watson and Parker [45, 46] suggested that it is due to the p character from the anions that lone pairs are allowed to form lobe−shaped structures. If the lone pair 6s electrons overlap with o p states, it can attain a lobe shape structure. In order to have hybridization between Bi 6s and O 2p orbitals, they should be energetically degenerate. From Figure 9 , we can see that even though electrons that bring nonspherical distribution of lone pair electrons.
The calculated magnetic moment at the Co site varies between 2.537 µ B and 2.818 µ B per Co atom depending upon the magnetic configuration considered in our calculations (see Table. 1). The calculated magnetic moments at the cobalt sites are not integer values, since the Co electrons have a hybridization interaction with the neighboring O ions. Because of this hybridization interaction we found that around 0.34 µ B magnetic moment is induced at each O site in the ferromagnetic state which are polarized along the same direction as that in the Co sites. As a result, the net total moment at in 0.33BTBCO is considerably larger (see the total moment in Table. 1). The spin state of Co 3+ has been always a topic of interest for the scientific community from the last few decades due to exotic behavior arising from spin state transitions. It is generally believed that the Co 3+ ions adopt a low−spin (LS) state in octahedral CoO 6 coordination environments and the high−spin (HS) or intermediate spin orbital−projected DOS in Figure 8 for the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases The curves show that the energy difference between the HS and LS state is about 0.2 eV/f.u. The HS state is found to be the ground state for equilibrium volume with moment around ∼3.6µ B and around 5% volume compression the LS state is found to be lower in energy than the HS state. This means that Figure 7 , it can be seen that the nonbonding t 2g electrons are piled up near Fermi level (E F ) in the cubic phase in the nonmagnetic configuration. This is an unfavorable condition for stability since the one-electron energy increases with increasing concentration of electrons closer to E F . Hence a Peierls−Jahn−Teller−like instability [47] arises and the system stabilizes in the lower symmetric tetragonal structure. However, for tetragonal antiferromagnetic phase, the t 2g levels split into doubly degenerate a 1g state and singly occupied b 1g state. As this crystal field splitting along with exchange splitting give a gain in the total energy of the system, the antiferromagnetic phase becomes lower in energy than the nonmagnetic phase (Table.1 
Born effective charge and spontaneous polarization
In order to study the ferroelectric behaviour we have calculated the Born effective charges (BEC, Z * ) using the Berry phase approach generalized to spinpolarized systems. [35, 36] These charges are important quantities in elucidating the physical understanding of piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties since they describe the coupling between lattice displacements and the electric field. Born effective charges are also indicators of long range Coulomb interactions whose competition with the short range forces leads to the ferroelectric transition.
A large Z * value indicates that the force acting on a given ion due to the electric field generated by the atomic displacements is large even if the field is are significantly large revealing a large dynamic contribution superimposed to the static charge, that is, a strong covalency effect. This abnormally large BEC vaulue compared with formal oxidation state for the constituents is an important feature commonly also found in other ferroelectric compounds. [48, 49] The maximum change for Co site BEC with respect to static charge is only 10% indicating a relatively smaller covalency effect than that from Ti(+32% higher than the formal valency). This is because the electrons in Co atoms contribute more to magnetism rather than bonding. This is in consistent with our conclusion from the deduced magnetic moments at different atomic sites and also the bond length from the optimized structure of 0.33BTBCO (Co−O = 1.884Å, Ti−O = 1.787Å).
The Born effective charges can also be used to quantify the spontaneous polarization in xBaTiO 3 −(1-x)BiCoO 3 . As the paraelectric phase produces zero polarization because of absence of dipole, the spontaneous polarization can be obtained by keeping the optimized paraelectric phase lattice parameter and changing the atomic position from paraelectric phase to ferroelectric phase.
The introduction of BaTiO 3 leads to the decrease in length of c−axis and increase in length of a−axis, resulting the reduction of tetragonality (c/a). As a result, xBaTiO 3 −(1-x)BiCoO 3 with higher value of x produces an octahedral rather than a pyramidal coordination. The spontaneous polarization for 0.25BTBCO was calculated to be ∼90 µCcm −2 which is comparable to that of multiferroic BiFeO 3 [8] and much higher than typical piezoelectrics phase such as shown in Figure 12 . This can be understood as follows. It is well known that the tetragonality has direct effect on electrical polarization of the tetragonal lattices. The introduction of BaTiO 3 leads to the decrease in c−axis and increase in a−axis, resulting the reduction of tetragonality (c/a). So there is a decrease in trend is seen in the polarization value with increase in value of x. (see Figure   S4 in the supporting information for polaraization vs c/a plot). Also as we increase x, the Bi atoms are replaced by Ba atoms at the A−site resulting a reduction in the lone pair electron concentration in the lattice and consequently a decrease in polarization.
Conclusion
The present experimental and DFT calculation results indicate that xBaTiO 3 −(1- One may see data−storage media being alternatives to magneto−optical disks where the slow magnetic writing process is replaced by a fast magnetic inversion using electric fields. Thus we have described another route to giant magnetoelectricity, which is strongly related with an associated magnetic instability.
This exciting concept will stimulate further research towards identifying novel multiferroics for practical applications.
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